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ABSTRACT
In the era of big data, E-commerce plays an increasingly important role, and steel E-commerce certainly occupies
a positive position. However, it is very difficult to choose satisfactory steel raw materials from diverse steel
commodities online on steel E-commerce platforms in the purchase of staffs. In order to improve the efficiency of
purchasers searching for commodities on the steel E-commerce platforms, we propose a novel deep learning-based
loss function for named entity recognition (NER). Considering the impacts of small sample and imbalanced data, in
our NER scheme, the focal loss, the label smoothing, and the cross entropy are incorporated into a lite bidirectional
encoder representations from transformers (BERT) model to avoid the over-fitting. Moreover, through the analysis
of different classic annotation techniques used to tag data, an ideal one is chosen for the training model in our
proposed scheme. Experiments are conducted on Chinese steel E-commerce datasets. The experimental results
show that the training time of a lite BERT (ALBERT)-based method is much shorter than that of BERT-based
models, while achieving the similar computational performance in terms of metrics precision, recall, and F1 with
BERT-based models. Meanwhile, our proposed approach performs much better than that of combining Word2Vec,
bidirectional long short-term memory (Bi-LSTM), and conditional random field (CRF) models, in consideration
of training time and F1 .
KEYWORDS
Named entity recognition; bidirectional encoder representations from transformers; steel E-commerce
platform; annotation technique

1 Introduction
The past two decades have witnessed the rapid advancements of E-commerce technologies,
and steel E-commerce plays an important role in this field. With the increasingly large-scale in
online procurement of steel raw materials, the corresponding E-commerce platforms have accumulated massive data. If these online transaction data can be analyzed and mined to extract
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useful information with natural language processing (NLP) techniques, it can not only improve
the efficiency of customers purchasing steel online, but also promote the service of E-commerce
platforms. However, considering the diversity of steel categories, it is a huge challenge to provide
satisfactory search results to steel buyers on steel E-commerce platforms. Hence, how to utilize
those enormous data to mine and analyze information, so as to improve the procurement efficiency
of consumers is an urgent problem to be dealt with. With the steel E-commerce platform in
China as an example, Chinese steel turnover exceeded 100 million tons in 2019 [1]. However,
because of the characteristics of Chinese text and the strong professionalism in the steel industry,
it took much time and effort for professionals to extract key entities to analyze buyers’ requirements manually. Thus, it is necessary to extract important information from buyers’ demands
intelligently [2].
Named entity recognition (NER), known as entity extraction, is a primary intelligent technology in NLP. It focuses on extracting information units, such as names (including person,
organization and location names), and numeric expressions (including date, money, time and
percent expressions) from unstructured text [3]. Early, language experts constructed rules or templates manually to form dictionary or rule-based methods [4], which choose key words, direction
words, place words and some others as characteristics. Then, pattern and string matching is main
method to extract entities [5]. Some problems of those methods are that they rely heavily on the
establishment of knowledge rules and dictionaries. In addition, it is very timing-consuming for
formulating rules and dictionaries, and it needs experts to reconstruct rules and dictionaries for
different fields [6]. Traditional machine learning methods for NER are based on statistical learning,
such as hidden Markov model (HMM) [7], support vector machine (SVM) [8], conditional random
field (CRF) [9]. These methods regard NER as a sequence labeling problem and vast corpus are
used to train a model to label each position in the sentence. Similarly, the main limitation of these
methods is the requirement of building feature engineering, which is a timing-consuming task.
In recent years, deep learning has achieved great success in the field of NLP, such as text
classification [10] and machine translation [11]. Different from traditional machine learning models, deep learning-based methods can extract text features automatically without too much human
intervention [12]. Experiments have verified that mature deep learning methods can improve the
performance of E-commerce platforms in other fields [13], however, there are still many challenges
when applying them to extract entities in the steel E-commerce platforms. Specifically, the text data
of steel E-commerce field are unstructured and contain complex technical terms and professional
nicknames [14], and it is difficult to train a satisfactory model with few-shot data and imbalanced
corpus.
Hence, it is necessary to exploit other advanced deep learning models. In 2017, transformer
was proposed for capturing semantic features and it performs well than recurrent neural network (RNN) and convolutional neural network (CNN) [15]. Motivated by this model, many
transformer-based pre-training models have been applied to represent text. Generative pre-trained
transformer (GPT) uses transformer decoders to achieve better performance than previous models [16], but it only considers the influence of the leftward context and cannot learn bidirectional
information. Bidirectional encoder representations from transformers (BERT) uses transformer
encoders to capture bidirectional contextual representations [17], therefore it outperforms GPT.
With the help of BERT model, many improved models have been developed, e.g., enhanced
representation through knowledge integration (ERNIE) from Baidu [18], SpanBERT [19], robustly
optimized BERT pre-training approach (RoBERTa) [20]. However, these pre-training models will
generate massive parameters during training, which will take a lot of time to train good models.
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To overcome this limitation, a lite BERT (ALBERT) model is developed to reduce the number of
parameters extremely to speed up the training time, and it does not degrade the performance of
model [21]. Considering the computational efforts, ALBERT is applied to extract entities in the
steel E-commerce platforms in this article. Meanwhile, in order to address the issue of imbalanced
and small data, and avoid the limitation of over-fitting, we integrate focal loss [22] and label
smoothing [23] to cross entropy loss function as a new loss function to improve the performance
of model. Moreover, some classic annotation schemes are analyzed for choosing a suitable one to
tag the steel E-commerce data in our proposed method.
The contributions of this article are as follows:
(1) Aiming at the practical demand from buyers in the steel E-commerce platforms, an efficient
deep learning-based intelligent model is employed to recognize technical terms.
(2) Considering the impacts of few-shot and imbalanced data, focal loss, label smoothing, and
cross entropy are combined as a novel loss function to improve the performance of the
ALBERT-based model.
(3) To achieve a good generalization performance, several annotation schemes are explored to
analyze their influences on the NER, and an ideal annotation scheme is chosen to tag data
in the Chinese steel E-commerce platforms.
The rest of this article is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces some related works about
deep learning models and popular annotation schemes in NER task. In Section 3, the proposed
scheme is presented in detail. Additionally, the experimental results and discussion on the Chinese
steel E-commerce dataset are provided in Section 4. Finally, the conclusion and future work are
summarized in Section 5.
2 Related Work
NER is a basic and essential task in NLP [24], which is widely used in text mining, machine
translation, recommendation system, knowledge graph, and other domains [25]. How to design a
NER method to achieve excellent performance is an important work in NLP. In this section, we
introduce some typical technologies in relation to NER with imbalanced and few-shot corpus.
Recently, deep learning algorithms are usually developed to represent text and recognize
entities. Mikolov et al. [26] proposed a Word2Vec model for computing word vectors. This model
converts a word into a low-dimensional vector by using the contextual information of the word.
The more resemble words are, the closer they are in vector space. Word vector is a remarkable
milestone in NLP, and it has been widely used in Chinese word segmentation, sentiment classification, dependency parsing [27]. However, owing to one-to-one correspondence between words
and vectors, it is difficult for Word2Vec model to represent polysemous words [28]. RNN was
applied in NER, but with the existence of vanishing gradient and exploding gradient problems,
this method was difficult to process long sequence text [29]. Long short-term memory (LSTM) as
a variation of RNN [30], overcomes the limitation mentioned above, but it takes a lot of time to
train the model several times for better convergence performance. Gate recurrent unit (GRU) has
one less gate cell than LSTM [31], which is used to reduce the complexity of the model while its
performance is similar to LSTM. As an optimized model of LSTM, lattice LSTM added a new
word cell to represent the recurrent state from the beginning of a sentence [32]. The introduction
of this structure effectively improves NER performance, but low-performance computing and poor
portability are its major disadvantages.
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For developing a satisfying model for NER, some different algorithms are combined to extract
entities together. A classic architecture was proposed by Lample et al. [33], its input layers are
vector representations of individual words using skip-n-gram. Then, the character embeddings
of words are given to a bidirectional LSTMs (BiLSTM). Considering neighboring tags, this
architecture adopted a CRF algorithm instead of the softmax out from BiLSTM, achieving the
final predictions for every word. This method is a sentence-level NER method, suffering from
the tagging inconsistency problem. To deal with the problem, Luo et al. [34] added an attention
mechanism to BiLSTM-CRF for automatically ensuring tagging consistency in a document. Moreover, there are plenty of integrated architectures in the field of NER, such as CNN merged with
LSTM-CRF [35], language model combined with LSTM-CRF model [36].
Pre-training language representations, such as embeddings from language models (ELMo) [37]
and OpenAI GPT, have been shown to be effective for improving many NLP tasks. During these
years, fine-tuning a pre-training language model has become an advanced method for learning
semantic information in NLP [38]. Inspired by OpenAI GPT and ELMo, the state-of-the-art
language model pre-training technique is BERT proposed by Devlin et al. [17]. As a strong text
representation model, BERT can more capture long semantic information in a sentence. Many
studies have demonstrated that BERT works better than previous models in NER. Mostly, increasing model size when pre-training language model often improves performance on downstream
tasks. Considering computing memory limitations and longer training times, it becomes harder
to further increase model size. To reduce memory consumption and speed-up the training speed
of BERT, Lan et al. [21] presented ALBERT model whose scale is much smaller compared to
the original BERT. Since ALBERT has learned good semantic relationships of text on a massive
corpus, and its scale is enough smaller than other pre-training models, it is employed to extract
entities from steel E-commerce data in this article.
Currently, available deep learning models are performing better on balanced dataset [39,40].
However, the stability and generalization of models may degrade when the training data are
imbalanced [41]. In NER, data imbalance shows that a great difference in the number of entities in
different categories. Generally, models perform well on labels with sufficient samples and perform
awfully poorly on labels with fewer samples. There are various techniques and methods developed
to deal with the problem of data imbalance. Traditional approaches are sampling methods, including over-sampling and under-sampling. Synthetic minority over-sampling technique (SMOTE) [42]
and adaptive synthetic (ADASYN) [43] as typical over-sampling methods generate new samples
added to small labels for balancing data distribution. But these methods may introduce extra
noises into data and change the original data distribution. Focal loss was presented by Lin
et al. [22], which assigned high weight for small sample labels to pay more attention to difficultto-predict samples. Szegedy et al. [23] proposed label smoothing to achieve a good generalization
performance, which preventing the model assign a full probability to each training example for
avoiding the limitation of over-fitting.
In addition, a proper annotation scheme of part-of-speech (POS) is an essential component of
NER. Tkachenko et al. [44] used BIO and BILOU tagging schemes for NER on Estonian, which
showed that BILOU performed slightly better than BIO. However, Konkol et al. [45] showed that
BILOU performed the worst in NER on four languages (English, Dutch, Czech and Spanish) than
BIO-1, BIO-2, IEO, and BIEO annotation schemes. Malik et al. [46] proposed BIL2 annotation
scheme, which was similar to BIESO, and it achieved the highest F-measure against IO, BIO-2,
and BILOU. Mozharova et al. [47] applied IO and BIO tagging schemes on Russian text, and BIO
outperformed IO tagging scheme. Alshammari et al. [48] indicated that the IO annotation scheme
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surpassed other schemes, such as BIO, BIES, on Arabic. Due to different languages with their
own structures, appropriate tagging schemes should be selected according to the characteristics of
languages to achieve the best performance for NER task.
Motivated by previous works, this article designs a novel scheme to address the issues of
ALBERT-based models on imbalanced and few-shot corpus for NER in the steel E-commerce
field. In order to improve the performance of training model, some different annotation schemes
are analyzed and the most satisfactory annotation scheme is used to tag the steel E-commerce
data.
3 The Proposed Scheme
In this section, we will introduce the proposed scheme. It is able to achieve a better performance in the NER task with imbalanced and few samples. The structure of the ALBERT-based
model is first presented. Then, the details of the loss function combined with focal loss, label
smoothing, and cross entropy applied to avoid the limitation of over-fitting is described. Lastly,
different annotation schemes are analyzed to improve the performance and an ideal tagging
scheme is utilized to tag data in the end.
3.1 NER Using ALBERT-Based Model
Current state-of-the-art pre-training language models usually have hundreds of millions or
more of parameters, and limited computing memory makes it difficult to experiment with large
models. Then, BERT model uses Transformer encoders which can better learn deep bidirectional
semantic information from large text, considering both left and right context in all layers. The
architecture of the standard BERT model is shown in Fig. 1.

Figure 1: The architecture of a standard BERT model
As shown in this figure, the Chinese in the first layer are input sentences. In the second layer,
BERT introduces segment and position embeddings of each word, and regards the summing of
them and corresponding token embeddings as the input embeddings of each word, where N is the
length of the input sentence. In NER, the “[CLS]” token represents the beginning of a sentence,
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and the “[SEP]” token means the end of that sentence. All of “Segmentation Embeddings”
are set to “0” because there only need one sentence in NER. “Position Embeddings” show a
position feature of each word in a sentence. Moreover, “Token Embeddings” are obtained by onehot word embeddings. “Trm” is an encoder structure with multi-head self-attention mechanism,
position-wise feed-forward networks, layer normalization and residual connection, dispensing with
recurrence and convolutions [15]. The outputs of BERT model are tags of each word in the input
sentence. For example, “O” indicates that corresponding word which does not belong to any entity,
“B-ph” means that the word is the beginning of entity and the category of this entity is “ph”
which represents “Grade” in our dataset. Similarly, “E-ph” shows that the position of this word in
the entity is the end and its entity class is “Grade” too. This architecture can learn more features
of the text better. Generally, there are two steps for training BERT model, i.e., pre-training and
fine-tuning. During pre-training, the model is trained with large unlabeled data. Then, all of the
parameters of BERT model are fine-tuned with labeled steel E-commerce corpus from NER task.
In this process, an enormous number of parameters will be generated.
A model with a large number of parameters will occupy a lot of memory and decrease the
training speed. For reducing the number of parameters, ALBERT model was presented using
two parameter-reduction techniques, i.e., factorized embedding parameterization and cross-layer
parameter sharing. Following the BERT notation conventions, this article denotes the size of
vocabulary as V , the size of input embeddings as E, and the size of hidden as H. In BERT,
the embedding size E is always the same as the hidden size H. In order to include as many
characters as possible, V is very large in NLP. Meanwhile, E will increase as increasing H, making
the embedding matrix increasing too large, which is with size E × V .
For reducing parameters size, ALBERT model unties E from H where H  E, and decomposes embedding matrix into two small matrices with factorization method. The specific method
is projecting one-hot word embeddings into a low-dimensional vector space with size E, and then
projecting them to the hidden space with size H rather than projecting them into the hidden
space directly. The difference between BERT and ALBERT in the process of generating token
embeddings is shown in Fig. 2. It is obvious that through this method, the number of embedding
parameters can be reduced from O (V × H) to O (V × E + E × H), where E  H.

Figure 2: The difference between BERT and ALBERT in the process of generating token
embeddings
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Additionally, ALBERT shares all parameters across layers to improve the efficiency of model
training. Meanwhile, assuming the number of encoder layers is L in the canonical BERT model,
1
through the use of ALBERT.
the number of parameters for all encoder layers can be reduced to
L
Actually, the experiments evaluated on the cosine similarity and L2 distances show that parameter
sharing has a positive influence on stabilizing networks.
According to those two parameter-reduction techniques, the comparisons of the number of
parameters between BERT and ALBERT models at different scales are shown in Tab. 1. From
this table, it is clear that when BERT and ALBERT have the same values of layer number and
hidden size, and just the embeddings sizes are different, the number of parameters of ALBERT
model is far less than that of BERT model. It is noted that the ALBERT model only reduces
the number of parameters to decrease the space complexity, and does not change the calculation
time. Thus, its time complexity is the same as that of the BERT model.
Table 1: The comparison of the number of parameters between BERT and ALBERT models at
different scales
Model
BERT-base
BERT-large
ALBERT-base
ALBERT-large
ALBERT-XLarge
ALBERT-XXLarge

Layers
number
12
24
12
24
24
12

Hidden
number
768
1024
768
1024
2048
4096

Embeddings
number
768
1024
128
128
128
128

Heads
number
12
16
12
16
32
64

Parameters
number
110 M
340 M
12 M
18 M
60 M
235 M

3.2 Avoiding the Over-Fitting by a Novel Loss Function
The last layer outputs of ALBERT is the score between each word and each label. Then,
the probability can be obtained through the softmax function. Finally, the predicted probability
distribution ŷ of model and the one-hot probability distribution of the ground-truth labels y are
calculated with a standard cross entropy as loss function shown in (1):

N

 

 

1 
(1)
CE y, ŷ = −
y (x) log ŷ (x) = −
yi · log ŷi ,
N
∀x

i=1

where N is the length of a sentence, x represents each word in the sentence.
However, this method just interests in the accuracy of prediction probability of correct labels,
and ignores the prediction results of other labels, which leads to a scatter of learned features.
Meanwhile, the data imbalance will affect the correlation between data features. In this case, the
trained model with cross entropy will have a bias resulting to perform well on balanced corpus
and perform badly on imbalanced data.
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To deal with the above problems, Lin et al. [22] proposed the focal loss, which reshaped the
standard cross entropy by increasing the loss weight assigned for the labels with fewer samples,
thus the model focused

γon training hard-predicted samples. Adding weighting factor α and
modulating factor 1 − ŷi with tunable focusing parameter γ , the focal loss is defined as (2):
 

γ


FL y, ŷ = −y (x) α 1 − ŷ (x) log ŷ (x) ,
(2)
where γ ∈ [0, 5] and α ∈ [0, 1] are two hyperparameters. Here, when γ = 0 and α = 1, the focal
loss becomes cross entropy.
This method decreases the loss weight of easy-to-predict samples, and emphasizes the weight
on the hard or mispredicted samples. Although it can achieve excellent results on NER by focal
loss-based ALBERT model, there is a problem of small sample size in steel E-commerce platform.
It is necessary to construct corpus manually with the help of experts, but there will be some noises
generated in the training data due to carelessness. During constructing corpus, one-hot embeddings
are used to represent ground-truth labels. During training process, if the label value is “1”, the
corresponding prediction value can be remained to calculate loss, and all other predicted values
will be discarded. This mechanism makes the model awfully confident of the tagged labels, which
leads to encourage a growing distance between the maximum predicted value and other predicted
values. To address this issue, this article combines label smoothing, focal loss, and cross entropy
as a new loss function for ALBERT model.
Label smoothing was first proposed by Szegedy et al. [23], which aims at encouraging the
model to be less confident during training. Label smoothing introduced a smoothing parameter
ε ∈ (0, 1), and it is shown as (3):
ε
LS (y) = (1 − ε) y (x) + ,
(3)
K
where y(x) is the one-hot embeddings of ground-truth labels, and K is the number of labels.
The original truth label will be decreased from “1” to “1 −ε”, and the other label values will be
ε
replaced “0” with “ ”.
K
According to (1)–(3), the whole loss function in the model can be defined as (4):

 

 


γ
ε 
L y, ŷ = −
y (x) log ŷ (x) .
(4)
α 1 − ŷ (x) log ŷ (x) −
(1 − ε) y (x) +
K
∀(x)

∀x

In our scheme, the loss function will replace the cross entropy out from the standard ALBERT
model, and the whole architecture of our proposed scheme is shown in Fig. 3.
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Figure 3: The architecture of the proposed scheme
3.3 The POS with Different Annotation Schemes
How to choose an appropriate annotation scheme is a meaningful task for NER. Currently,
many popular annotation schemes on NER have been used in different works and those schemes
are as follows:
(1) IO. This scheme is a relatively simple tagging scheme in NER task. There are only two
tags in this scheme, including an inside tag (I) and an outside tag (O). For each word in
entities, there are tagged with “I”, and others tagged with “O”.
(2) BIO. This scheme is a little complex than IO tagging scheme. Three tags are assigned for
text to estimate whether the word is the beginning (B) of a named entity, inside (I) of
a named entity, or outside (O) of all named entities. Additionally, BI tagging scheme is
similar to BIO annotation scheme.
(3) EIO. This scheme works almost identically to BIO annotation, but it represents the end
of the entity (E) rather than its beginning. Similarly, the EI tagging scheme is alike to the
EIO annotation scheme.
(4) BIES. On the basis of BIO and EIO tagging schemes, BIES annotation scheme was
proposed to further tag words, which leads to a great increase in the number of tags. In
this scheme, “B” represents that the word is at the beginning of position of the entity, “I”
indicates that the word is at the inside position of the entity, “E” shows that the word is
at the end of the entity, and “S” means that the single word can be regarded as an entity.
(5) BIESO. As an alternative to the BIES annotation scheme, this tagging scheme integrals
BIO and BIES schemes and it has the largest amount of tags than others. BIESO uses “B”
to tag the beginning of a named entity, “I” to tag the inside of a named entity, “E” to tag
the end of a named entity, “S” for entities with a single word, and “O” to tag others.
The number of tags generated by different annotation schemes are different. Assuming the
number of entity categories (such as person name, location name, and time) is C in datasets,
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the corresponding tags number are shown in Tab. 2. From this table, we can see that the BIESO
annotation scheme generates the largest number of tags than others.
Table 2: The number of tags generated by different annotation schemes
Annotation scheme

The number of tags

IO
BIO
EIO
BIES
BIESO

C + 1
2C + 1
2C + 1
3C + 1
4C + 1

4 Experiment Results and Discussion
Different from public datasets in NER, the data size in steel E-commerce platform are smaller,
and it is more professional and complex than other common datasets. In this section, we will detail
the experimental results with the Chinese steel E-commerce text data. Especially, to evaluate the
performance of our proposed scheme, we compare it with some other popular models, such as the
BERT-based models and standard ALBERT model. In addition, our experiments are performed
in the Python 3.7.9 environment running on the computer with the Ubuntu 19.10 system.
4.1 Datasets and Experiment Description
There are more than 3000 customers’ history purchase information in original datasets.
Through data cleaning and deduplication, 1322 useful data are remained to use. The datasets
used in our experiments are actual and reasonable, and they are labeled using different annotation
schemes with the help of steel experts. Considering that there is no entity composed of single
word in text data and EIO works nearly identically to BIO, hence, we use IO, BIO and BIEO
annotation schemes to tag data.
The key entity class in the steel E-commerce platform can be defined into 7 categories, and
the data label distributions in our experiments are shown in Fig. 4. From this figure, we can see
that the data scale of the “Surface Treatment” category is much smaller than that of the “Grade”
category, resulting in an imbalanced distribution of data.

Figure 4: The data label distributions in datasets
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4.2 Metrics
To evaluate the performance of different NER models with various annotation schemes, three
metrics are employed. Here, ‘Precision’ represents the ratio of the number of correct entities
recognized by model to the number of all entities recognized by the model, ‘Recall’ means the
ratio of the number of correct entities recognized by model to the number of all entities that the
model should recognize, and F1 is a metric that merges the ‘Precision’ and ‘Recall’ of the model.
Those three metrics are defined as follows:
TP
× 100%,
TP + FP
TP
Recall =
× 100%,
TP + FN

Precision =

F1 =

2 × Precision × Recall
,
Precision + Recall

(5)
(6)
(7)

where TP is the number of correct entities recognized by model, FP is the number of wrong
entities recognized by model, and FN is the number of entities in the data that should be
recognized by the model but not recognized.
4.3 Performance Comparison
The Chinese steel datasets are tagged with the help of experts, and then, they are further
tagged using different annotation schemes. Then, the novel loss function is employed in the pretrained ALBERT model. In these experiments, on the basis of the pre-training parameters of
ALBERT model, max sequence length is set to 128, batch size is set to 8, learning rate is set to 2
× 10−5 , and train epoch is set to 30. Motivated by [22,23], the hyperparameters α, γ , and ε are
set to 0.25, 2, and 0.1, respectively.
Moreover, the datasets are trained using ALBERT-based model with different loss functions.
The test results with different annotation schemes and loss functions are shown in Tab. 3. As
can be seen from this table, the method we proposed can always achieve the best performance
using each annotation scheme compared to the other loss functions. Among the three annotation
schemes, the IO tagging scheme is the most proper for the Chinese steel E-commerce data than the
BIO and BIEO tagging schemes. In addition, the loss function combined with label smoothing,
focal loss, and cross entropy performs better than cross entropy, focal loss, label smoothing-cross
entropy.
With a novel loss function, i.e., label smoothing-focal loss-cross entropy, the results of NER
for each category using ALBERT model with IO annotation scheme are shown in Tab. 4. From
this table, we can see that although the data size of “Surface Treatment” is much smaller than
that of others, the result for its F1 is still acceptable. The reason of this result is that the proposed
scheme pays more attention to few-shot “Surface Treatment” samples. Hence, the combination of
focal loss, label smoothing and cross entropy can effectively cope with the issue of data imbalance
in small Chinese steel E-commerce data.
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Table 3: The test results of various loss functions using different annotation schemes on Chinese
steel E-commerce dataset in use of ALBERT-based model
Tagging
scheme

Metric

Cross
entropy

Focal loss

Label smoothing-cross
entropy

Label smoothing-focal
loss-cross entropy

IO

Precision
Recall
F1
Precision
Recall
F1
Precision
Recall
F1

85.37%
88.77%
0.87
83.91%
88.15%
0.86
83.33%
88.85%
0.86

84.27%
87.32%
0.86
83.84%
85.89%
0.85
80.00%
87.80%
0.84

87.70%
89.13%
0.88
84.76%
88.15%
0.86
82.92%
87.11%
0.85

90.00%
91.30%
0.91
88.16%
89.55%
0.89
86.77%
90.24%
0.88

BIO

BIEO

Table 4: The test results of NER for each category using ALBERT model with IO annotation
scheme on Chinese steel E-commerce dataset
Entity category

Precision (%)

Recall (%)

F1

Surface treatment
Surface structure
Production place
Specification
Grade
Variety
Weight

100.00
94.12
87.88
94.12
89.29
86.62
92.11

71.43
100.00
89.23
95.73
90.91
89.78
92.11

0.83
0.97
0.89
0.95
0.90
0.88
0.92

Furthermore, to further evaluate the performance of our scheme, more experiments are conducted on another dataset with the same features. Here, we select the dataset named ‘The PFR
People’s Daily corpus’,1 whose scale is the same as that of the Chinese steel E-commerce dataset,
and there are 1358 place names, 1221 people names and 145 organization names. The test results
with different annotation schemes and loss functions are shown in Tab. 5. It can be seen from this
table that our proposed scheme can achieve better performance than others on ‘The PFR People’s
Daily corpus’.
Finally, to further verify the performance of the proposed scheme, we compare it with
some other popular models, including the classic Word2Vec-BiLSTM-CRF model, the BERT-CRF
model, and BERT-BiLSTM-CRF model. Those models all use the same datasets tagged with IO
annotation scheme. The result is shown in Tab. 6, where all training epochs are set to 30. From
this table, we can see that the training time of our proposed scheme is about 250 s, and that
of the BERT-based model is more than 720 s. Obviously, the training time of our proposed
ALBERT-based scheme is much shorter than that of BERT-based models, while achieving the
similar computational performance in terms of Precision, Recall and F1 . Since the embeddings
1 http://www.ling.lancs.ac.uk/corplang/pdcorpus/pdcorpus.html
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size in our model is set to 128, while it is set to 768 in the BERT-based model. In this step, the
number of parameters can be reduced from 16226304 (21128 × 768) to 2802688 (21128 × 128 +
128 × 768), where 21128 is the number of vocabulary. Meanwhile, our model shares all parameters
1
across 12 hidden layers, so that the number of parameters in this part can be reduced to 12
of
the BERT-based model. Through these two methods, ALBERT-based model can reduce massive
parameters to decrease the space complexity and speed up training time, while it does not decrease
computing capability. Meanwhile, compared with the classic model Word2Vec-BiLSTM-CRF, our
scheme is more accurate than it and achieves better performance in training time, because the
semantic feature extraction capability of bidirectional transformer significantly exceeds that of
BiLSTM.
Table 5: The test results of various loss functions using different annotation schemes on ‘The PFR
people’s daily corpus’ dataset in the use of ALBERT-based model
Tagging
scheme

Metric

Cross
entropy

Focal loss

Label smoothing-cross
entropy

Label smoothing-focal
loss-cross entropy

IO

Precision
Recall
F1

88.07%
91.65%
0.90

86.79%
90.93%
0.89

85.33%
90.21%
0.88

92.40%
93.96%
0.93

BIO

Precision
Recall
F1

86.07%
91.41%
0.89

84.72%
89.98%
0.87

87.19%
90.93%
0.89

89.40%
92.60%
0.91

BIEO

Precision
Recall
F1

86.10%
91.65%
0.89

84.11%
90.93%
0.87

86.62%
91.17%
0.89

87.81%
92.84%
0.90

Table 6: The performance comparison between other models and ours using IO annotation
scheme on Chinese steel E-commerce dataset
Metric

Word2Vec-BiLSTM-CRF

BERT-CRF

BERT-BiLSTM-CRF

Ours

Precision
Recall
F1
Times (s)

27.26%
21.01%
0.24
418.26

90.88%
93.84%
0.92
720.39

89.54%
91.49%
0.91
726.71

90.00%
91.30%
0.91
250.50

Clearly, focal loss, label smoothing and cross entropy combined as a loss function in the
ALBERT model can achieve a satisfactory performance of NER in the steel E-commerce platform, and IO annotation scheme is more suitable for the steel E-commerce data than BIO and
BIEO tagging schemes. The training time of our model is much shorter than that of BERT-based
models, while it achieves a similar computational performance in terms of Precision, Recall, F1 .
Hence, considering the accuracy and the consuming time simultaneously, our proposed scheme
may be a competitive choice in NER task for the steel E-commerce platform.
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5 Conclusion
A novel loss function combined with focal loss, label smoothing and cross entropy, has been
employed in ALBERT-based model to extract entities from the steel E-commerce data. In this
proposed method, focal loss is used to address the issue of data imbalance, and label smoothing
is utilized to encourage the model to be less confident to avoid over-fitting. Meanwhile, to achieve
a good generalization performance of model, different annotation schemes are analyzed and an
ideal tagging scheme is used to tag data. Experimental results show that our proposed scheme
can efficiently deal with the issues of small sample and data imbalance, and it improves the
performance for NER in the steel E-commerce platform. Thus, the proposed scheme is superior
to BERT-based models in training time, and performs better than the Word2Vec-Bi-LSTM-CRF
model in accuracy and time-consuming. Furthermore, IO annotation scheme is more suitable for
the steel E-commerce data than BIO and BIEO annotation schemes.
In the future, to achieve a better performance, we will integrate some optimization algorithms
into our proposed method to adjust some key hyperparameters. Moreover, we will employ our
scheme in more fields and improve performance for NER of other fields.
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